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Abstract  

In 2007 Bulgaria entered the European Union and gained access to much bigger markets than 

the locals. Of course that meant also that bigger European companies will have easier access 

to the Bulgarian market. In the next few years some companies failed to compete with the 

new players on the market, other managed to survive and adapt to the new market situation.  

But now to continue operating in such markets, companies need to stay competitive. This is 

the case of Tarpex Ltd., a small, producing company, which needs improvement of its 

economical and competitive standings. Before improving the current organization, Tarpex 

needs to analyze its current organization, see the current issues and from there to set on a 

course of improvement. The model of the logistics pipe was chosen to do this analyzing and 

this became the purpose of this project - to analyze Tarpex organization with the logistics pipe 

model.  

We started with setting  goals and delimitations for the project. The goals was in a form of 

simple questions, so they can be answered definitively. Then we gathered theoretical data on 

the logistics pipe  model, to help us and guide us. Based on theoretical data we gathered the 

needed empirical date, through interviews and visits in the production building. After 

gathering all the necessary information, we analyzed it. The analysis was in two steps. First 

was analyzing separately, each component of the logistics pipe model, while the second step 

was analyzing how those components interact with each other and work together.  

The conclusions of the project we summarize the answers of the questions we set as project's 

goals. Due to the negative answers of those questions, we reached the conclusions of the 

current situations of Tarpex, which is showing variety of possibilities for improvement. 

Suggestions on improvements were made in the end of this project, such as hiring additional 

personal to even the production capacity, implementing safety storage for eliminating delays 

or stops in production, delegating activities to others from the owner to lower the vulnerability 

of the production process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Sammanfattning  

Bulgarien blev fullvärdig medlem av den Europeiska unionen 2007, vilket innebar att 

inhemska företag fick större tillgång till nya och större marknader. Samtidigt innebar 

Bulgariens inträde i EU också att konkurrensen hårdnade då andra aktörer fick enklare 

tillträde till den bulgariska marknaden. Det visade sig tämligen snabbt vilka av de bulgariska 

företagen som klarade av de nya konkurrensförhållanden och kunde anpassa sig till den nya 

situationen i marknaden. 

För att kunna upprätthålla en konkurrensmässig organisation är det nödvändigt att 

kontinuerligt bli effektivare och löpande genomföra omvärldsanalyser. Det är situationen med 

företaget Tarpex Ltd, ett litet tillverkande företag med behov att förbättra sin ekonomiska och 

konkurrensmässiga situation. Innan detta låter sig göras måste Tarpex genomföra en grundlig 

analys av sin nuvarande organisation, identifiera brister samt förbättringsområden och besluta 

hur resurserna ska prioriteras framgent. Vi valde att analysera Tarpexs nuvarande situation 

och organisation baserat på modellen logistiktöret, vilket också slutligen blev syftet med 

projektet.  

Vi inledde projektet med att definiera mål och avgränsningar. Målet bestod av enkla frågor i 

syfta att göra svaren tydliga. Sedan samlades all data om logistikröret-modellen in. Detta 

möjliggjorde insamling av empirisk data för projektet genom intervjuer och besök i Tarpexs 

produktionsmiljö.  All data analyserades sedan i två steg. Först analyserade vi varje 

komponent av logistikröret-modellen separat, och i steg två genomfördes en analys av 

samarbetet  mellan olika komponenter.  

I det avslutande kapitlet presenteras en sammanfattning av de svar på de frågor som utgjorde 

projektets mål. Då samtliga svar var negativa, drog vi ett antal slutsatser rörande Tarpexs 

situation och förbättringsåtgärder. Några av dessa innefattar att Tarpex bör anställa mer 

personal i syfte att utjämna tillverkningskapaciteten och implementation av ett säkerhetslager, 

vilket skulle innebära färre förseningar och produktionsavbrott. Ägaren bör dessutom delegera 

en del av sitt arbete för att minska det beroende på honom som idag återfinns i 

produktionsprocessen. 
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1.Introduction 

1.1 Background 

In the beginning of the 1990s, after the fall of the Berlin wall and the collapse of the Soviet 

union, lots of people in Bulgaria seized the opportunity and started their own business usually 

based on the experience, knowledge and network they had. This was the case of Tarpex Ltd. 

The firm was created in the early „90s by Dimitar Dimitrov as a sole trader company 

producing work clothes. The business was growing and in 1997 the firm changed its legal 

form from sole trader to limited company. New personal was hired, new equipment was 

bought and new distribution lines were found.   

Tarpex produces several models of work clothes.  The materials needed for producing all 

types of working clothes are 6, where the textile is the main material used in every type of 

model of work wear. All materials are produced in China, but Tarpex buys  them from a third 

party and doesn‟t have direct contact with China. Tarpex works currently with 4 suppliers in 

different geographic places in Bulgaria. Some of the materials can be bought from a Bulgarian 

producer, but the prices are too high to consider buying form a Bulgarian producer.   

Tarpex produces work clothes mainly after an order from a customer - it can be private or 

industrial. Tarpex‟s customers are mainly from Bulgaria,  with small or medium size business 

and orders are placed often and in small or medium size quantities.  But over  the last several 

years Tarpex has started receiving orders from outside Bulgaria  – Romania, the Czech 

Republic, Serbia, Macedonia.   

The procurement of the materials is done by the owner Dimitar Dimitrov, after receiving the 

order volume. After calculations, the required materials are bought and nothing more. This 

way Tarpex doesn‟t keep almost anything in stock.  

When an order or orders are produced, they are usually delivered to the customer by the 

owner Dimitar Dimitrov. And on  return, Dimitar Dimitrov procures new materials for the 

new orders, which were received during the production of the previous orders. That's why the 

suppliers are in different geographic places, so Dimitrov can have access to a supplier every 

time he delivers an order. All orders from outside Bulgaria are delivered using a third party 

logistic. One-time contract is made with the transportation company for every transportation.  

In the beginning of the new century Tarpex had more than 40 people personal, 4 stores and 

the  products were sold all over Bulgaria.  At that time, due to different reasons, the company 

decided to hold over its growth and maintain the current production until 2007. In 2007 

Bulgaria became member of the European Union, which led to more business opportunities 

and easier access to the European market. But this meant also easier access to the Bulgarian 

market, which led to increase of the competition on the market. Unfortunately, Bulgarian 

companies were not ready to compete with the more organized, developed and stronger 

foreign companies, and that was the case with Tarpex Ltd. Then Tarpex decided to become 

more competitive and grow through implementing western models of organization and 

management.  Tarpex had the plan to learn from the successful international companies.  
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1.2 Problem definition   

In 2008 the world was struck by the world finance crisis and Bulgaria was not an exception.  

Bulgarian economy was forced to take a step back, and that included Tarpex. Tarpex 

redefined its goals from growing and implementing new models to survival. Now, 5 years 

later, Tarpex is expanding again and reaching the European market and it‟s time again to 

redefine its goals. Tarpex wants to use western knowledge to improve the organization, but 

not just copying successful organizational and management models from the USA or France 

and implementing them in Bulgaria. Lots of other Bulgarian firms did that and failed. Tarpex 

wants to adapt the models to the Bulgarian market and culture, if needed. 

We met with the owner, who redirect us to the unofficial operation manager. Unofficial 

because he doesn't take any decisions but is familiar with the whole production process.  After 

talking with him we understood that Tarpex's goal is to use this logistics knowledge to 

improve its economic and competition standing. He agreed that first we need to start with the 

company itself and make general logistics analysis of the organization. We suggested to use  

the logistics pipe model who will analyze simultaneously the different parts of Tarpex 

organization and how those parts interact with each other, see organization as a flow.  We said 

we will explain this model in more details in the project and that we believed we should use it. 

He agreed and this became the project's purpose - to analyze the current Tarpex organization  

with the logistics pipe model.  

 

1.3 Purpose  

The purpose of this project is analyzing Tarpex organization with the logistics pipe model.  

 

 

1.4 Goals 

This project‟s goals will be in the form of questions : 

1. Are Tarpex's logistics pipe dimensions set by customer's demand ? 

2. Has Tarpex'slogistics pipe even capacity in each component of the logistics pipe ? 

3. Is Tarpex's logistics pipe  throughput time short? 

 

 

1.5 Project's limits  

This project‟s limits are : 

 not discussing the customer and suppliers of Tarpex. 

 not discussing the transportation agreements of Tarpex. 

 not discussing the prognosis procedures of Tarpex. 

 not discussing the marketing procedures of Tarpex. 

 not discussing in details each type of production of Tarpex. 
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 not discussing in details the equipment in Tarpex. 

 not discussing the stores Tarpex has. 

 discussing the orders from Tapex's store as an order from an extern customer. 

 discussing only the local market.  

 

1.6 Project's target groups  

The target group of this project is Tarpex Ltd, that include everyone working in the 

production building and the owner, Dimitrov. Tarpex's store are not included in this project. 

Another target group of this project is other production companies, who wants to make the 

first step of the process of improving their economical and competitive standing, by analyzing 

their current organization with the logistic pipe model.      
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2.  Methodology  

In this chapter we will discuss the science methods we chose to use to reach this project's 

purpose. 

 

2.1 Choice of method of research  

There are 2 main types of methods of research scientist choose from. Those methods are 

qualitative and quantitative. There a numerous articles and discussions on  qualitative and 

quantitative research. For understanding it better we can say that the terms "quantitative" and 

"qualitative" mean how the gathered information is processed and analyzed. (Patel och 

Davidson, 1994)   

Qualitative method of research is a scientific method which is interpretative and uses analyze 

of low-structured data (Lundahl och Skärvd, 2009). Other definition of qualitative method of 

research  is a research, which is using verbal analysis methods. (Patel och Davidson, 1994). 

Quantitative method of research is a research, where statistics methods of analysis and 

processing of the gather information are used (Patel och Davidson, 1994). Using quantitative 

method assumes that there is an objective reality, where information is gathered by measuring 

in different ways this reality (Lundahl och Skärvd, 2009).  

 

2.2 Choice of scientific approach  

In the science theory there are 2 approaches in every research. Those approaches are 

positivism and hermeneutic. Positivism has its root in a science tradition. The name 

positivism was given by the French sociologist Auguste Comte in the middle of the 1800. For 

a knowledge to be positive, it must be useful and improve the society, reliable through that is 

build on observations which were logically tested, and through complicated procedures be 

reduced to its basics and from there organized and formulated as basic regularities.  The 

Positivism has the idea of one uniform science, where all sciences should be build the same 

way. In a research with positivism approach , the researcher always should be objective in his 

work (Patel och Davidson, 1994).   

Hermeneutic is the opposite of positivism. Hermeneutic means approximate to learn through 

interpretation and currently it is a scientific approach there the researcher studies, interpret 

and tries to understand the basics of the human existence. The hermeneutic approach assumes 

that the human existence can be interpret and understand through the language. In a research 

with hermeneutic approach the researcher analyze his object subjectively and from the 

researcher's own perspective and understanding. (Patel och Davidson, 1994).  
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2.3 Gathering of information 

There are different sources from where a researcher can gather the necessary information. 

Such documents are books, newspaper articles, science rapports, internet, organizational 

documents, etc. Information can be gather also through verbal interviews with people or 

observations. The sources can divide into 2 groups, main source - where information is 

gathered by the researcher himself, and secondary source - where the information is gather 

from others than the researcher himself. (Patel och Davidson, 1994). 

 

2.4 Implementation  

After setting the projects goals we will start gather the necessary information. In this project 

we will use qualitative method of research. We will gather primary information through low 

structured interviews with open answers and a visit to Tarpex for observation of the 

production process. The secondary information will be gathered from books and internet 

sources in the theoretical chapter. The positivism approach will be used for gathering the 

secondary information. With the gathered empirical and theoretical  data we will analyze the 

Tarpex organization with the logistics pipe model and see the company's current situation. 

Objective conclusions will be made, based on the analyzed data.   

 

2.5 Discussion on the chosen methods  

The logistics pipe model is a basic model for analyzing production companies and it's well 

known, which made the gathering of theoretical data unproblematic. The components of the 

logistics pipe model - distribution, production and materials supply department, order and 

delivery process, and main activities, are discussed separately in every logistics textbook. We 

used some of those textbooks to find the most accurate description of a component. Then we 

used several different written sources to describe the logistics pipe model as a whole, 

continuous process. The fact that Tarpex is a production company helped in finding and 

analyzing all the components of the logistics pipe model in Tarpex. 

The empirical data we gathered by doing serial of short interviews with the unofficial 

operation manager in Tarpex. We couldn't interview the owner, and the only time we spoke 

with him, was when he redirect us to the unofficial operation manager and ensuring that 

whatever information he gave us will be correct. This made the gather empirical data 

questionable, because is coming only form one source. Despite the fact that the owner 

confirms automatically everything the unofficial operation manager tells us. After gathering 

all the information, we visit the production building to see how much the information we had 

correspond to the reality. We saw that the production process and the disposition of personal 

and equipment was the same with the one we had. 

During the interviews with Tarpex we gathered some numerical data, like production 

capacity, throughput time, customer demand, etc. We requested if they can confirm those 

numbers. We wanted to see some statistical data on production capacity, customer demand for 

the last one year, average time in different departments. Tarpex refused us such information 

not because they didn't want to give to us, but because they didn't have any statistical data. 

This made the numerical data we had very subjective, because was based only on experience 

and not statistical data, despite the fact it's confirmed by the owner and the unofficial 
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operation manager. Tarpex is located in Bulgaria and we visit the production building once, 

but we didn't have the time to stay there and make our own statistical data, so we used the one 

provided to us.    
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3. Theoretical data 

 

3.1 The logistics pipe model  

Logistics is  a relatively new business science and it's becoming more and more important in 

the last 50 years.   Logistics is in a constant development. Scientists and organizations are still 

exploring and defying logistics.  Leading institution in logistics and the one giving the latest 

definition of logistics management is Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals 

(CSCMP). According to CSCMP (Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals, 2010) 

logistics management definition is: 

Logistics management is that part of the supply chain management that plans, implements, 

and controls the efficient, effective forward and reverse flow and storage of goods, services 

and related information between the point of origin and the point of consumption in order to 

meet customers' requirements 

As we can see the definition is wide and includes functions and processes which can be in the 

organization‟s borders and outside them. That‟s why the first step in any optimization or 

analysis of logistics processes and functions is to determine the boundaries. For this project 

we will use intern systems perspective, whose boundaries are the same as the organizational 

boundaries. Suppliers and customers can influence the logistics system, but the organization 

can‟t control them. Intern systems perspective limits the logistics to intern supply chain 

including materials supply, production and distribution. Intern systems perspective 

concentrates on coordinating those three functions and optimizing them. (Jonsson et al., 

2011): 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Intern system perspective view of logistics system. 

Source: Jonsson et al., 2011, page 55  

 

With a model called “the logistics pipe”, we are going to analyze the organization  with the 

boundaries of the intern systems perspective. The model helps us see the organization from 

two different views - one is the parts of the logistics pipe and how each one works, and the 

second view is how those parts work together. The model helps see the organization  as a flow 

where at the beginning of the flow, are the raw materials and in the end is the end product. In 
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the model the length of the pipe is the products throughput time and the production‟s capacity 

is the diameter of the pipe. (Oskarsson et al., 2011) 

There are 3 important aspects when analysing the organization via this model (Oskarsson et 

al., 2011):  

1. Set the total capacity of the pipe depending on the customer's demand.  – make sure 

that the pipe’s capacity is dimensioned from market‟s demand point of view.  

2. Create a pipe with even capacity – even production capacity in every component of 

the pipe, so the flow can be continuous.  

3. Create a pipe with short production throughput time – short throughput time will lower 

the cost of capital and the need for equipment and extra space to store all materials 

during the production will be lower.   

 

 

Figure 3.2 The logistics pipe 

Source: Oskarsson et al., 2011, page 48 

 

The logistics pipe has several components, which will be discussed in more details later: 

1. The model separates the production flow in the organization  in 3 main departments  

a. Materials supply. 

b. Production.  

c. Distribution. 

2. Order and delivery process - the departments communicate with each other by  order- 

and delivery process. 

3. Main activities throughout the logistics pipe: 

a. Storing of materials. 

b. Transportation. 

c. Materials handling.  

We can see form the theory that the logistics pipe model analyze an organization on two 

levels. Once the model analyze the organization its components - different departments, intern 

transportation, materials handling, storing materials, etc. And then the models analyze the 

organization as a flow of materials and information, through analyzing the interaction of the 

components from the previous level. That's why the logistics pipe model is chosen to be used 

in analyzing Trapex's current organization.  
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3.2. Components of the logistics pipe 

3.2.1. Main departments  

We said earlier that the main departments in the logistics pipe model are 3: 

 Materials supply department 

Materials supply department‟s  main task is to provide the production department with the 

needed raw materials for producing the product, which will satisfy the customer‟s demand.  

The department has to supply the organization with the necessary raw materials effectively 

and to balance between the organization's intern goals and expectations, and the existing 

contracts with the suppliers (Oskarsson et al., 2011). 

There are three main types of supplying the needed materials (Oskarsson et al., 2011).They 

are: 

1. Supplying the materials form the supplier into the organizational inventory – in 

this case the department orders the needed materials, and after delivering them 

they are stored in the company‟s storage. There are several ways for supplying 

materials into the company‟s storage: 

a. Order point system – when the stock level drops to a certain level, the 

order point, the department sends an order to the supplier and the 

materials are delivered within earlier agreed time frame.  

b. Fixed interval order system – the department sends orders on a fixed 

date, for example every Monday or every day at 8:30.  

c. Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) – the supplier has access to the 

company‟s inventory or the market‟s demand, and decide by himself 

when and how much to deliver. The company involvement is 

minimized in such scenario. 

2. Supplying the materials from your own inventory – in such situation the 

department has inventory in stock and sends the requested materials to 

production as soon as the order is received. There are several models of 

supplying the production from your own inventory: 

a. Supplying materials via Master Production Schedule (MPS) system – if 

all departments have access to the MPS-system, then the production 

can place their order in the system and the materials supply department 

can see it immediately and respond to it.  

b. Kanban – a Japanese term. A special kanban-card is placed in the load 

carrier and when the production personal reaches the card they send it 

to Materials supply department. On the card is all the needed 

information – materials‟ name, the needed amount, etc.    

c. Visual signals – the production personal signals with a light or a flag 

that they need certain materials. 

d. 2 – bin reserve system – the buffer of an article are 2 equal bins, when 

the first one is over the production personal starts using the second one, 

and until the second one is over the materials supply personal will fill 

in the first one.  

e. Periodical inspection – the materials supply personal checks regularly 

the production department and fills in the necessary materials.  

3. Supplying the production directly from the supplier – in this case the supplier 

is more and more involved in the company‟s process. The main issue is the 
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high timing requirements the production department has. Kanban model and 

Just-in-time (JIT) delivery are often used.  Usually the organizations use third-

party logistics to gather all the needed materials from different suppliers and 

deliver them directly to the production department.  

 

 Production department 

Production is generally a process for creating goods and services through combining 

materials, work and capital. The production of goods is discussed in this project. Production 

of goods is a flow of different operations and transformation steps. In those steps the raw 

materials are transformed into new materials or end product. This transformation can happen 

in five different ways, usually combination of those steps (Jonsson et al., 2011): 

1. Transformation through division –  raw materials or articles are transformed 

into several different new articles.  

2. Transformation through combining – several articles are input and transformed 

into one wanted article.  

3. Transformation through separation – an article is transformed by removing 

parts of it.  

4. Transformation through shaping – the input article is transformed through 

reforming the article's mass.  

5. Transformation through modification of the materials quality – the input 

materials quality is transformed without transforming the article‟s form.   

A producing company uses one of the five materials flow structures for transforming raw 

materials and components into end products, ready to be delivered to the customer (Jonsson et 

al.,2011):

 

Figure 3.3 Different types of materials flow in producing company. 

Source: Jonsson et  al., 2011, page 223 
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The structures are: 

1. V – Type structure – this is a structure typical of companies using 

transformation through division as process of production. Single article is input 

and several different articles are the end product.   

2. A – Type structure – structure typical of companies using transformation 

through combining several materials into one or few end products.  

3. T – Type structure – structure typical of companies using transformation 

through combining materials into end products.  The difference from A –type 

structure is that the inbound materials are usually less than the end products.  

4. X – type structure – structure typical of companies using transformation 

through combining materials into end products. This is structure for companies 

using standardized modules. Lots of raw materials are used for producing those 

standardized modules, then those modules are combined into various end 

products.  

5. I – Type structure – this structure is used by companies using transforming 

through separation, shaping and modification of the materials' quality. One or 

few raw materials are input and the end product is one. This structure is the 

easiest to control and operate because of its simplicity.  

The resources, companies use to achieve the transformation from raw materials to end 

product, could be organised into few different ways. The result of this organizing of resources 

is a structure of production groups and work-stations, where the materials go through and 

between during the transformation process. There are four main structure types (Jonsson et 

al., 2011): 

a. Functional production structure. 

In functional production structure the production resources are organized according to  their 

function, which means all machines and work-stations are formed and placed in groups in the 

production flow based on their function.  The materials to be transformed are moved between 

the groups and work-stations, at a  “speed” of one transformation step per group.  

 

Figure 3.4 Functional production structure. 

Source: Storhagen, 2011, page 95 
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There are certain advantages and disadvantages about using functional production structure. 

The functional production structure is useful for companies with wide product assortment. 

This structure provides flexibility and easy adjusting to changing the product and variety in 

production volume. The functional structure is also less vulnerable to disturbance in 

production. Disadvantage is that this structure requires lots of intern transportation of the 

semi-produce goods and makes the materials flow in the company very complex and hard to 

control. Another disadvantage is that this structure leads to long throughout time and  high 

amount of tied up capital in the production.  

b. Flow-oriented production structure. 

Companies producing continually or in high volumes use flow-oriented production structure. 

The structure is organised after the required end product, and the work-stations are placed in 

the same order as the transformation steps of the product. The flow-oriented structure can be 

fully mechanised, without any buffer inventory, or structure with buffer inventory to 

compensate any difference between the work-stations or interference in the production flow. 

The advantages of such production structure are that the intern transportation of semi-produce 

goods is minimized and the control of the flow is easy to do. The throughput time is short, 

which will lead to low amounts of tied up capital. The main disadvantage is the lack of 

flexibility of the structure in changing the product and the production volumes. Another 

disadvantage is the high vulnerability in disturbance of the flow, if one work-station stops, the 

whole production flow stops.  

 

Figure 3.5 Flow-oriented production structure. 

Source: Oskarsson et .al. 2011, page 87 
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c. Group-organised production structure. 

Companies using group-organised production structure can reach the advantages of flow-

oriented production structure without needing high volumes of production or continuity. The 

resources are organised in groups where an end product can be made, all the transformation 

steps will be in this group. Some of the advantages of this structure are the same as of the 

flow-oriented – short throughput time and low amounts of tied up capital. The intern 

transportation of semi-products and the control of the structure is better than in the functional 

production structure, but worse than in the flow-oriented one. The main disadvantage is that it 

is very hard to use the full capacity of all machines and work-stations. 

 

Figure 3.6 Group-organised production structure. 

Source: Jonsson et al., 2011, page 228 

 

d. Building site production structure. 

Some end products are difficult to transport and unreasonable to move under construction, 

such as planes or ships. In such production a building site is chosen and the resources are 

organized around this building site.  

 

 Distribution department  

Distribution department's main goal is to make the end products accessible to the customer in 

an economical way and with high deliverance service. (Oskarsson et al., 2011).It‟s very rare 

or never for companies to create totally new distribution system, if they have one already. 

Reaching distributional system, which is economical and with good service, is a constant 

process of adjusting the company‟s resources and often adding new resources to the mix. This 

means companies need periodically to evaluate the current distribution system and, if needed, 

adjust it to the current production and market situation. When evaluating the distribution 

system, companies need to check 10 important factors (Storhagen, 2011): 

1. Goods volume – checks the quantity development of company‟s products 

sales. 

2. Goods flow – checks the customer structure by size and geographic spread. 

3. Goods types – checks the amount of products, products variations and their 

characteristics for possible standardising and limitations. 

4. Cost development – transport cost per transport vehicle divided by 

geographic distance and volume.  
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5. Transport optimization – technical development in transport and transport 

equipment.  

6. Local laws – changes in the transport and transportation laws.    

7. Variations – changes in the flow because of season and economical changes.  

8. Disturbance – checks the disturbance in distribution flow. 

9. Deliverance service   

10. Forecasts. 

Every company has in general four ways to deliver the product to the customer (Oskarsson et 

al., 2011): 

 

Figure 3.7 Different distribution channels. 

Source: Oskarsson et al., 2011, page 72 

 

a. Direct delivery, without a middleman.  

Companies deliver directly to the customer without using middleman. Companies using this 

method usually have a central warehouse and several regional warehouses spread 

geographically to reach every customer.  But since the 1990s companies have started to use 

only central warehouse for their distribution. The advantages of using only central warehouse 

are (Abrahamsson, 1992): 

 Lower costs for the delivering company : 

o Lower fixed costs. 

o Lower amounts of tied up capital. 

o Control and management of the physical flow is easier. 

o Easier optimisation. 

 Better service for the customer:   

o Better delivery dependability. 

o Better customer information. 

o Diversification. 

b. Delivery using wholesaler as a middleman.  
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Wholesaler‟s most important function is working with lots of suppliers and offering lots of 

different products to the customer. Other important functions of the wholesaler are the 

assortment function, which is gathering of products from several suppliers to meet the 

demand of one customer, and the spreading function, which is delivering products of one 

supplier to several customers.  

c. Delivery using retailer as middleman. 

The retailer has similar functions as the wholesaler. The main difference if that retailer sells 

only to final customer, while the wholesaler can sell to other middlemen or companies as 

well. 

d. Delivery using wholesaler and retailer.  

 

Companies usually deliver to customers using wholesaler, retailer and direct delivery as well, 

to optimize the delivery and offer better service. Whether to use a middleman or direct 

delivery is a choice each company needs to make, depending on the products, customer basis 

and transportation possibilities. There are several situations where a middleman is a good 

option – when customers are spread in a large geographic area, customers buy small amounts 

of the product, and customers want to buy products from different suppliers and producers. 

There are situations, however, where direct delivery is more suitable, than working with a 

middleman – customers are few or near each other geographically, customers buy in large 

amounts, the products are specified for the customer, the products can‟t be stored, assistance 

is needed when the products are delivered, and the company needs fast feedback from the 

market (Oskarsson et al., 2011). 

 

3.2.2 Order and delivery process 

Order and delivery processes bind together the different departments – materials supply, 

production and distribution, as well as the company with the customers and suppliers. This is 

the information flow of a company. The order and delivery process has 6 steps where the first 

3 steps are the order process and the last 3 steps are the delivery process (Oskarsson et al., 

2011). 

 

Figure 3.8 Order and delivery process 

Source: Oskarsson et al., 2011, page 56 
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The steps are: 

1. Order entry – the customers or the department decide the amount of products wanted, 

when to be delivered, and place an order via letter, email, phone, fax or Electronic 

Data Interchange (internal system).  

2. Order receiving – the order is received and entered in the administrative system the 

company or department uses to process the order. 

3. Order processing – in this step the producer plans the production and calculate the 

timing of the order. 

4. Preparing the order – the processes of gathering, packing and sending the required 

materials in the current order are in this step . 

5. Transportation – this step is the physical transportation of the order. 

6. Delivery – this step includes delivery, control and putting the goods away in storage .  

In a producing company, the products can be characterized as standard products, products 

specified by the customer‟s order and product specified by the customer. This classification is 

made to see how much  the productions process is influenced by the customer. The point 

where one type of product changes to another, standard product to specified by the customer, 

is called Order penetration point (Jonsson et al., 2011). 

Order penetration point is the point where production and delivery is fully determined by 

customer. While the production and purchase of materials before the Order penetration point 

is controlled and determined by the company‟s forecasts and calculations on  future demand. 

The Order penetration point can be placed in 5 different places in the logistics pipe (Jonsson 

et al., 2011): 

1. Constructing of a product based on a customer order – in this situation the Order 

penetration point is back in the production flow and almost the whole production 

process is determined by the customer‟s order. 

2. Producing based on a customer order – in this situation the products are in general 

constructed and ready to be formed into an end product before a customer order is 

received.  Large part of procurement of materials and producing details and semi-

finished product is done before an order is received.  

3. Assembling of a product based on a customer order – this is situation where all the 

raw materials are provided and all detail products are produced without the end 

modification of the product for a single customer.  

4. Producing based on planning – in this situation companies produce standardized end 

products without having any customer order received.  

5. Producing based on inventory capacity – in this situation products are produced and 

stored in waiting for an order.  
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Figure 3.9 Order penetration point in different parts of the production flow. 

Source: Jonsson et al., 2011, page 176 

 

The throughput time of the pipe can be divided into order lead time, the time after the Order 

penetration point, and lead time gap, the time before the Order penetration point. In the lead 

time gap every company must work with forecasts and insecurity whether the produced 

products can be sold. The longer the lead time gap is the bigger the insecurity is. To minimize 

the insecurity every company has two solutions, either increase the order lead time and place 

the Order penetration point back in the logistics pipe, or lower the logistics pipe’s throughput 

time (Oskarsson et al., 2011). 

 

Figure 3.10 The Lead time gap. 

Source: Oskarsson et al., 2011, page 61 
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3.2.3 Main activities throughout the logistics pipe 

We said earlier that there are 3 main activities throughout the logistics pipe: 

 Storing materials  

Companies often  see storing materials as something negative that should be avoided when 

it‟s possible, while they can‟t  see that storages are found in different places in every 

company. Different departments have different point of view about storing materials, financial 

departments don‟t want to see storing materials because that‟s extra costs and more tied up 

capital in inventory, while production departments want storages, because with them the 

vulnerability of the production flow is minimized, if sudden changes occur. There are 

advantages and disadvantages in storing materials and each company has to decide whether 

there is need of storages and how many of them are needed.. The reasons not to keep any 

inventory and have storages are mainly financial. In keeping an inventory there are additional 

costs any company has to pay (Oskarsson et al., 2011): 

1. Warehousing costs– those are the costs  for maintaining a warehouse – rent, cost 

for personal, cost for placing the inventory, cost for equipment, etc.  All those cost 

are not changed by the amount of goods stored in a short-term time period. If the 

goods volume changes drastically, then there will be change in the warehousing 

costs. 

2. Inventory carrying costs – those are the costs companies pay for having extra 

inventory in their position without using it right away. Such costs are tied up 

capital, where companies usually use cost of capital rate to calculate the next best 

alternative use of the current tied up capital. Other costs are different risks 

connected to storing materials – risk of damaging goods, risk of “disappearance” 

of goods, risk of expiring of the goods, etc. Often companies use one combine rate 

to calculate capital and risk costs – Inventory carrying charge.  

If a company is willing to pay the extra costs for having materials in stock, then there is a 

reason for that. Such reason can be (Oskarsson et al., 2011):  

 Stock because of financial reason – having storage can lead to extra costs in 

keeping it, but this can lead to lowering other costs and in the end, the total costs 

of the company can be less than without storage. Such types of stocks are: 

o Cycle stock – stock where delivery of materials is not connected to the 

production flow and the delivered volumes are bigger than the production‟s 

capacity.  

o Speculative stock – this is a variation of the cycle stock. The reason for 

having speculative stock is expected increase in sales in the future.  

 Stock because of service reason – the reason of having such types of stock is to 

improve the service.  Such type of stocks are: 

o Safety stock – companies use safety stocks to protect the production and 

materials flow of the company from disturbances caused by delay in 

delivery from a supplier, lack of needed raw materials, or unexpected 

increase in market demand.  

o Stock based on the economical situation – based on the current market 

situation, companies can build new storages in expectation of increase in 

the demand. 

 Stock because of financial reason and service reason – sometimes the reasons for 

wanting stocks are both financial and service. Such types of stocks are: 
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o Stock based on seasoning – season products have high demand in short 

amount of time. Such stock makes sure that the company can meet the high 

demand. 

 Stock because of other reasons – sometimes the reasons can be other  than 

financial or service, like: 

o Coordination stock – the goal of such stock is to connect parallel materials 

flow and reach coordination advantages.  

o Work in progress stock –the materials that are in a production process are 

in such stock.  

o Obsolete stock – this is an inactive stock and the products there are 

destroyed or damaged, and can‟t be sold.  

 

 Transportation 

Every company can divide its transportation into internal transportation and goods 

transportation, or transportation between geographically separated destinations. Internal 

transportation or moving materials inside the company‟s borders will be discussed together 

with the third main activity throughout the logistics pipe – materials handling. Goods 

transportation deals with suppliers and customers outside the company‟s borders and will not 

be discussed because of this project‟s limitations to analyze only the logistics pipe inside the 

company‟s border. 

 

 Materials handling  

Materials handling is the handling and moving of materials intern in one organization. 

Designing the system of materials handling depends on the number of places to take or leave 

goods, how often the flows are, how long the goods will be moved and what is the type of 

goods to be handled (Jonsson et al., 2011). 

The handling systems can be divided based on their grade of automation(Jonsson et al., 2011): 

 The most used equipment for moving of materials in functional organized 

production process with different frequency is a type of truck which can lift and 

move packages, and truck with combination of wagons to move higher volumes. 

There is a variety of manual and automated types of truck, that can handle and 

move different types of goods in all types of situations.  

 There can be warehouse personal who can store or take out of storage the goods. 

This type of materials handling is possible in situation where the weight of the 

goods is small and the distance to be moved is short. 

 Automated handling systems are used in a situation, where the materials are 

moved often and are more standardized. Such type of system is the conveyor 

system. Another system is the AGVS (automatic guided vehicle system) or 

driverless truck system.  

Each company has to choose the type of handling system, depending on the current company 

situation, production and materials flow. 
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We have gathered all the theoretical information for each component of the logistics pipe - 

Materials supply department, Production department, Distribution department, Order and 

delivery process and the main activities throughout the logistics pipe. Understanding all the 

components of the logistics pipe is the first step, the second is seeing the logistics pipe as one 

continuous flow and the interaction of all the components. To do this with Tarpex 

organization , we need to find the empiric equivalent of the theoretical information in Tarpex, 

which will be our next step and chapter.   
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4. Empirical data  

Tarpex Ltd is the subject of this project and this is the chapter, where we will describe the 

current situation and working process. We gathered the necessary information through series 

of interviews with the unofficial operation manager and 1 visit at the production building. The 

interviews were with open answers and some of the information couldn't be confirmed by a 

statistical or archive data from the company. From the interviews we saw that decisions made 

on a felling, "six sense",  not on analytical data. The interviews are combined as one interview 

and attached at the end of this project. We will use the same structure as the theoretical data 

chapter, so we can analyze and compare easier later.  

 

4.1. Tarpex Ltd. - general information 

Currently, Tarpex is a small company with 22 people personal, where 20 works in the 

production building, while the other 2 work in the stores - one for each store. Tarpex hires 5 

rooms in an industrial building in Gorna Oryahovitsa, Bulgaria. The 5 rooms are – 

administration room, production room, preparation room, storage room and embroidery room. 

The company also owns 2 stores in Gorna Oryahovitsa and Samovodene, where only 

company products are sold. Both stores are not far from the production building. The 

company produces more than 10 types of working clothes, but overalls are the only type of 

working clothes, that require additional storage space during the winter. We will discuss this 

later in this chapter. The main goals for Tarpex at the moment are maintaining production and 

making profit.     

   

 

4.2. Components of the logistics pipe in Tarpex  

4.2.1. Main departments  

From the theoretical chapter, we know that the 3 main departments are: 

 Materials supply department  

One person works in the materials supply department and this is the owner of the company-

Dimitar Dimitrov.  The materials Tarpex uses are textile, wadding, zippers, buttons, threads, 

elastic textile. After receiving the requested materials form Production department , Dimitrov 

checks what are the current amounts of materials and calculates what is necessary to buy. 

Dimitrov goes and buys the necessary materials. Because the suppliers are not in the same 

town as the production building, Dimitrov usually coordinates the purchase with the 

Distribution department. More details about this coordination will be discussed in the 

Distribution department chapter.  

Due to the fact, that the suppliers are not in the same town as Tarpex, the lead time for 

acquiring the necessary materials is usually 4 to 8 hours, or up to one working day. But 

because of coordinating with Distribution department, the lead time for acquiring the 

materials can rise to 2 – 3 working days.  

There are no planning and storing materials in Tarpex. The only materials in Materials supply 

department are left-overs from previous orders and they are stored in the finished goods 
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storage. It‟s extremely rare the left over to be enough for a new order. There are left overs 

because of 2 reasons: 

- When calculating the necessary materials for an order, Tarpex always needs  to 

order approximately 5-10% more, because there is always a possibility for an 

error.  

- Because the materials are bought on an industrial level, the volumes Tarpex can 

buy are not flexible. For example, Tarpex has an order that needs 180 m. of textile 

and 80 buttons.  Materials supply department goes to buy the textile and buttons, 

but the supplier sells textile in units of 200 m. and buttons in 100 buttons per 

unit/packet. In this case the Materials supply department will have 20 m. textile 

and 20 buttons left over from this order.  

 

 Production department 

The production department takes 3 of the 5 rooms – Production room, Preparation room and 

Embroidery room. 18 people work in  the Production department – 2 people in the Preparation 

room, 15 in the Production room and 1 in the Embroidery room. Each worker has his own 

working station with the necessary machines and instruments.  Tarpex uses 6 main materials 

and has 10 end products.  

It‟s very rare an order to be only for one type of work clothes. There are usually  2-3 types in 

one order, but the production procedure is the same for orders for one type of clothes or 

several. When an order is received, the production flow can be described in following steps: 

1. The order is sent to the Preparation room from the Administration room, where 

personal  calculates the necessary materials for this order. 

2. The request for materials is sent to the Materials supply department. 

3. The requested materials are sent to the Preparation room, where the personal cuts  

the textile in pieces for producing the required clothes. 

4. The pieces of textile to be embroidered are sent to the Embroidery room.  

5. The embroidered textile is sent back to the Preparation room, where depending on 

the order, the work and materials are divided among  the workers so everyone has 

approximately the same work and all will finish the order at the same time. For 

example, if the order is for total of 300 items of working clothes of 3 different 

types, the Preparation room divides these 300 items of working clothes among the 

workers depending on the number  of workers for the day, the amount of time 

needed to produce each type of product. In the end, a worker can produce 10 

pieces of product A, while another worker will produce 4 of product B, and 

another will produce 2 of product A, 1 of product B and 2 of product C. It‟s the 

Preparation room, which makes the calculation and dividing of the work for the 

current order. After the calculations are made half-products and materials are 

separated and gathered in a packet and sent to each worker in the Production 

Room. 

6. In the Production room, a worker works 8 hours per day and the amount of 

produced working clothes depends on types of clothes produced.  

7. The finished production is packed and sent to finished goods storage in the 

Distribution department. 
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Figure 4.1 Production flow in Tarpex 

 

15 people work in the Production room, but because of holiday, sickness or family issues they 

are always at least 1 person less, i.e. the working personal is usually 14 people.  One worker 

produces an average of  6 items of work clothes per day, which means Tarpex has capacity of  

average of 14*6=84 work clothes per day. If one month has 21 working days, then Tarpex has 

a monthly capacity of 21*84= 1764 work clothes. According to the information we have the 

total order of working clothes per month is between 1500 and 2000 pieces, with average size 

of an order of 200 items of work clothes per order.  

The lead time in the Production department is a sum of the lead time in each room: 

- Preparation room – depending to the order size, but maximum of 2 hours per order. 

- Production room - 84 pieces for 8 hours. 

- Embroidery room – 100 pieces for 8 hours. 

If there are problems in the Production room, then half-products are sent to the Embroidery 

room. And if there is a problem in the Embroidery room, half-products are sent to the 

Production room and then back to the Embroidery room. 
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 Distribution department 

Only one person works in this department, as in the Materials supply department, and this is 

again the owner Dimitar Dimitrov. The department has one van and two minivans. The 

finished goods storage, which is used for storing of raw materials too, is also in this 

department. The storage is 50 m² with racks, enough to store the finished production and the 

left overs from the raw materials.  

Tarpex uses two distribution channels to deliver goods to the end customer: 

1. Via direct delivery – after producing the order, Tarpex delivers the goods to the 

customer by its own cars. Tarpex reaches the end customer also through its own 

store. The two stores are near the production building and the option of running 

out of stock is a small one. 

2. Via retailer – Tarpex works with retailers in different parts in Bulgaria. The 

retailers‟ orders are handled as an order from an end customer. 

Distribution department  coordinates its work with the Materials supply department, because 

most of the time the customer, as well as the suppliers, are not in the production town, Gorna 

Oryahovitsa. Both departments are handled by the owner, Dimitrov. When there is a delivery 

to be made to a customer or retailer, Dimitrov checks with Production department to see what 

materials are needed. When delivery to the customer is made, Dimitrov travels to the 

suppliers and buys the requested materials. Depending on the volumes of the order and the 

materials to be made, Dimitrov plans the route and picks one of the 3 vans. For example if the 

transported volumes are low, Dimitrov, will take the smallest van, so he can save fuel. The 

advantage of this coordination is that Dimitrov avoids driving back empty van from a 

delivery. The negative side of this coordination is that sometimes, if there is an order for 

materials and current order in production, Dimitrov waits until the current order is produced 

to go and acquire the materials. This leads to a delay in the Materials supply department and 

in delivering the requested materials to the Production department, which leads to a delay in 

delivery of the customer order. Delay may occur if there are more than one order to be 

produced. For example if there are 2 orders to be produced, Distribution department can wait 

for both orders to be produced until delivery is made.  

The delivery time of an order is 1 working day. But if there is a delay it can go up to 3 days 

 

4.2.2 Order and delivery process 

In the process of order and delivery in Tarpex is involved the Administration room, where the 

only personal there is the owner Dimitar Dimitrov. The process is: 

1. The Administration room receives an order by phone. 

2. The order is sent to the Preparation room in the Production department. 

3. The Preparation room calculates the necessary materials and sends a request to the  

Materials Supply. 

4. The Materials supply buys the materials and delivers them to the Preparation room. 

5. The Preparation room makes half-products and sends them to Embroidery room. 

6. The Embroidery room sends back the new half-products back to Preparation room. 

7. The Preparation room gathers all the necessary half-products and materials needed for 

the end product, and sends them to Production room.  
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8. The Production room produces the end products and packs them. Then it sends them 

to the finished goods storage in Distribution department.  

9. The Distribution department collects the order or orders and delivers them to the 

customer. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Order and delivery process in Tarpex 

 

The production of products in Tarpex is  always initiated by the Administration room by 

sending information for the order to  the Preparation room in the Production department. 

There, the necessary calculations are made. Orders from customers and from the stores are 

treated the same way or the information on new order enters always in Administration room.  
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4.2.3 Main activities throughout the logistics pipe 

The main activities throughout the logistics pipe in Tarpex are: 

 Storing materials 

Tarpex has a storage for finished goods, which is used for materials too. As we said earlier the 

materials are left overs from old orders and there is no planning in storing materials in Tarpex. 

That‟s why the Materials supply department doesn‟t have its own storage and uses the 

finished goods storage. The storage is 50 m² with racks.  The storage is in the Distribution 

department and the owner, Dimitar Dimitrov, is responsible for the storage. Tarpex doesn‟t do 

calculations of warehousing cost or inventory caring cost. There aren‟t any calculations of the 

storing cost at all. The only cost is the rent for the storage room, but Tarpex pays rent for all 

rooms together.  

During the winter, Tarpex hires additional room in the same industrial building for storing 

winter clothes and mostly wadding, because wadding has large volumes. Wadding is used 

only in producing winter clothes and Tarpex uses the extra room only during the winter. The 

hired room differs every year but it is in the same building to be close to the main 5 rooms.  

 

 Materials handling  

There is one person working here and there isn‟t any special equipment. The movement of 

materials, half-products and finished goods is made by this person by hand, because the 

products are not heavy and the distance between all the rooms is small. The materials 

handling personal: 

 Moves the materials form the Materials supply department to the  Production 

department 

 Moves the materials and half-products between the Preparation room, the 

Production room and the Embroidery room in the Production department. 

 Packs the finished products in the Production room. 

 Moves the packed finished goods from the Production department into finished 

goods storage in the Distribution department. 

 Loads the finished goods into the transport vehicle.  

 Helps the Administration room and the owner Dimitrov, when it‟s needed. 

 

 

From the information we gather, we can see that Tarpex is a small organization with growing 

business. The personal is 20 people and the orders are more than the production capacity – 

1764 pieces per month with a market demand of 1500-2000 pieces. The owner, Dimitar 

Dimitrov,  manages most of Tarpex responsibilities and takes all the important decisions, he is 

not involved only in production. Now we have all the information from Tarpex and in the next 

chapter we will analyze and compare the information we have and we will apply the  logistics 

pipe model.   
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5. Analysis of company's working methods 

We have gathered all the data we need to reach the goals and the purposes of this project. We 

have the necessary theoretical and empirical data, and in this chapter we will try to identify 

which theoretical models Tarpex is using, what are Tarpex advantages and disadvantages of 

their use and why exactly this theoretical method is used. This will be the first step of the 

analysis, where we will analyze separately each component of the logistics pipe and the 

structure of the first step will be the same as the one used in the theoretical and empirical 

chapters. The second step is to see the whole Tarpex process as one continuous flow, and see 

how all the components of the logistics pipe model cooperate. The second step will be 

presented by analyzing the three main 3 aspects, we discussed earlier in the theory chapter, 

when organization is analyzed with the logistics pipe model. By analyzing those aspects we 

will be reaching the project's goals, which we set in the beginning of the project and are based 

on those aspects, and thus reaching the project's purpose.  

 Step one 

 Analysis of the Materials supply department 

The Materials supply department in Tarpex has the goal and the task every Materials supply 

department has - to provide production with raw materials.  As explained by Oskarsson et 

al.(2011) the department "... have to supply the organization with the necessary raw materials 

effectively and balancing between the organization's intern goals and expectations, and the 

existing contracts with the suppliers". But this is not the case with Tarpex, because there aren't 

any contracts with the suppliers.  Not having such contracts with the suppliers gives Tarpex 

flexibility, but reduces the possibilities of lowering the suppliers' prices. For the moment 

Tarpex reaches its current goals without having contracts with the suppliers. 

Tarpex purchases materials only when an order is received and only the amount needed for 

this order. Since the materials are more than the production capacity, the extra materials have 

to be stored until they are needed. The Materials supply department doesn't have storage and 

the extra materials are stored in the finished goods storage in the Distribution department. The 

left over materials from an order are also stored in the finished goods storage until they are 

used for the next order. The materials supply methods used in Tarpex can't be described by 

any of the supplying methods - supplying form supplier into storage, supplying from own 

inventory, supplying from supplier directly into production, described earlier by Oskarsson  et 

al.(2011). We can say that Tarpex is using a combination of two of those methods - Supplying 

of the materials from the supplier into the organizational inventory and Supplying of the 

production directly from the supplier. It's a combination because the Materials supply 

department doesn't have any storage, the purchase amounts are exact for the current order, 

which are advantages of the supplying of materials directly to the Production department. 

While the facts that Tarpex doesn't have deeper relations and contracts with the suppliers and 

that there is a need of storage in the Materials supply department are typical for the supplying 

of materials to the organizational storage. Apparently Tarpex is trying to use the advantages 

of the two theoretical models, how effective and productive is that, can't be discussed, but the 

current situation helps Tarpex in reaching the current organizational goals.   

For discussing the logistics pipe's aspects later, we will need the throughput time of the 

Materials supply department. The time in the Materials supply department from requesting of 

the materials to their delivering in the Production department is 1-3 working days. 

 Analysis of the Production department 
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Tarpex produces 10 types of work clothes, using 6 types of materials. During the production 

process, several half-products are made. Those half-products are not standardized models, but 

unique for every order. This type of production is classified by Jonsson et al.(2011) as 

Transformation through combining, where several materials are used for producing of a 

wanted end product, with materials flow structure T-type, where the end products are more 

than the ingoing materials.  

The production in Tarpex is divided into 3 rooms - Preparation, Embroidery and Production, 

each one independent from the other. We have information that if there is a problem in one of 

the rooms, then the production flow continues to the other room, until the problem is solved. 

This type of organizing of the company's resources into work station is typical for the 

Functional production structure described by Jonsson et al. (2011). Tarpex uses the 

advantages of such structure, like flexibility in adjusting of the production for every new order 

Tarpex receives. Such structure helps also to maintain the production in Tarpex, which is one 

of the current main goals. One of the main disadvantages Jonsson et al. (2011) associates to 

this structure, complex intern transportation of half-products, is not an issue concerning 

Tarpex, because the production is small and the distance between the work-stations‟ rooms, is 

short.  We are not sure whether other production structures will be more effective than the 

current, like the Flow-oriented production structure, but the current one helps for the 

achievement of the Tarpex goals.  

For discussing of the logistics pipe's aspects later, we will need the throughput time of the 

Production supply department. As we know, the average size of an order is 200 work clothes 

and the production capacity of maximum 84 work clothes per day, plus the time for 

calculations in the Preparation room - maximum 2 hours, and the time for moving of the half-

products, makes the lead time for the Production department - 3 working days. 

 Analysis of the Distribution department. 

Tarpex delivers the work clothes to the customer in three different ways: 

- direct delivery - customer places an order via telephone and after the order is produced, 

Tarpex delivers it. 

- via Tarpex's stores - Tarpex produces work clothes to fill in its stores, where customers 

can go and buy by themselves. 

- via Retailer - Tarpex works with retailers all over Bulgaria. 

Oskarsson  et al. (2011) describes 4 methods of reaching the end customer - directly, via 

wholesaler, via retailer, and via wholesaler and retailer. This means Tarpex uses 2 of the 4 

general methods of reaching the end customer. Those 2 methods are Direct delivery and 

Delivery using retailer as a middleman. Tarpex is using a combination of 2 methods to reach 

more end customers and increase its profit, which is one of the current company goals. Both 

methods have advantages and disadvantages, but Tarpex is only focusing on reaching more 

customers and not making deep analyses of the advantages or disadvantages of the methods. 

If necessary a new method can be added in the future.  

Tarpex is a company with developed distribution system. As Storhagen (2011) explains " It‟s 

very rare or never for companies to create totally new distribution system, if they have one 

already. ". That's why Storhagen (2011) talks about 10 steps to evaluate the current 

distributional system and therefore to improve it. Tarpex is not familiar with the concept of 

evaluating and improving of the current distributional system and we can't see any 

improvement based on those 10 steps. The only evaluation Tarpex makes, which is similar to 

the described once, is when the Distribution department is going to directly deliver an order 

and purchase materials on its way back. In those cases evaluation is made on the volumes to 
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be transported and choice of vehicles is made. For example, if the amount of goods and 

materials bought is small, then Tarpex will use the smallest van from the Distribution 

department's garage for better mileage and fuel saving. But this kind of evaluation is 

temporary, only for the current delivery and not with the goal to improve the distribution 

system. 

For discussing of the logistics pipe's aspects later, we will need the throughput time of the 

Distribution department. The delivery time can be from 1 working day up to 3 working days, 

because of the various delays mentioned in Chapter 3.    

 Analysis of the Order and delivery process. 

 

The order and delivery process in Tarpex is described as a 9-steps process in the empirical 

chapter. This 9-steps process is different from the 6-steps process described by Oskarsson  et 

al. (2011), where 3 steps are order process and 3 steps are delivery process. We can see the 

same logic in both processes, despite the difference.  But if we look deeper in the personal 

involved in this process in Tarpex, we will see that the owner Dimitrov is involved in almost 

every step. He is not involved in 4 of the 9 steps; those 4 are the production of the work 

clothes and the intern transportation. All other parts of the order and delivery process are 

controlled by Dimitrov. The main reason for the high involvement of Dimitrov is the small 

production and the size of the company. An advantage in this case is that decisions are made 

fast and the speed of information flow is also fast. The main disadvantages are that controlling 

of so many parts of the production process, doesn't give the time for Dimitrov to improve and 

develop Tarpex's organization, and if Dimitrov makes a mistake or if he is sick, the 

production will stop.  

  

Tarpex receives orders for production of work clothes from 2 different locations, but are 

treated the same way. The order can be received from a customer or from one of the stores. 

But in both cases the information enters in the Administrations room and it's processed by 

Dimitrov. After receiving the order it is sent to the Preparation room in the Production 

department. Jonsson et al. (2011) talks about 5 different places for placing an Order 

penetration point in the logistics pipe, depending on how much the production process is 

influenced by the customer. We can say that Tarpex has the Order penetration point in the 

Preparation room in the Production department, which corresponds to one described by 

Jonsson et al. (2011) as Constructing of a product based on a customer‟s order, the Order 

penetration point is back in the production flow and almost the whole production process is 

determined by the customer‟s order. Tarpex has such Order penetration point, so there will be 

no products on storage and the tied up capital is minimal. Adding that there are no materials 

supply storage and materials on storage, we see that the tied up capital in Tarpex is almost 

zero   

 

For discussing of the logistics pipe's aspects later, we will need the throughput time of the 

order and delivery process. In Tarpex case the throughput time is very short and insignificant, 

because most of the operations are done by Dimitrov himself.  

 

 Analysis of the Main activity - storing materials. 

Tarpex has one storage facility and it's the finished goods storage in the Distribution 

department. The Materials supply department uses the same storage for storing of left over 

materials. Only during the winter Tarpex hires an additional storage room in the same 

industrial building for storing of the material wadding, which is used in the production of 
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winter work clothes. The additional room is used only in winter and only for storing of 

wadding. Tarpex doesn't make any calculations for optimizing and improving of the storage 

of materials in any department in the company.  

Tarpex doesn‟t calculate the additional costs, neither Warehouse costs, nor Inventory carrying 

costs, which every company have to pay for having storage according to Oskarsson  et al. 

(2011). The finished goods storage is not described, but the additional storage Tarpex hires 

for the winter, Oskarsson  et al. (2011) describes as storage based on seasoning. Tarpex needs 

this storage, because of financial and service reasons. If the Materials supply department has 

its own storage, then this additional winter storage will be unnecessary. But since the 

department can share the storage with the Distribution department, its economically better to 

hire an extra storage only during the winter.   

 Analysis of the Main activity - transportation and materials handling. 

The intern transportation and the materials handling is done by one person in Tarpex. There 

isn't any special equipment for intern transportation, because of the fact that all 5 rooms used 

by Tarpex are in the same building, the distance is very short. There isn't any special 

equipment for materials handling, because the end products of Tarpex - work clothes, are light 

and with small volume. Jonsson et al. (2011) classifies the materials handling depending on 

the automation grade and Tarpex type of materials handling is described as the type with the 

lowest automation grade, where the work is done manually, because of the light weight of 

products and the short distance for transportation.  

 

 Step two 

We have analyzed each component of the logistics pipe in Tarpex. Now we have to see all 

those components working together as one and analyzing the 3 main aspect each company 

needs to discuss, when the logistics pipe model is used.  

o Aspect 1 - Set the total capacity of the pipe depending on the customer's 

demand  

Tarpex's logistics pipe is theoretically set by the customer‟s demand. The production capacity 

is 1764 work clothes per month, while the demand is 1500-2000. The Order penetration point 

is in the Production department and every order is produced by the customer‟s demand.  

In reality Tarpex has constant problems that delay the production and the delivery of the 

orders. Such problems are: 

- There can be more than one person on a leave in the production, which leads to lower 

production capacity. 

- There are no materials on stock and for each new order, new materials has to be 

bought, which takes time and leads to a delay in starting of producing of the new 

order, and lowers the production capacity. 

- If there are several orders, the Distribution department usually waits until all orders 

are produced and then delivers them. And if the Distribution department waits, then 

the Materials department waits and in the end the Production department waits and the 

production capacity is lowered. 

- The information flow goes through one person, the owner, and any little mistake or 

sick day leads to a delay.  
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All these issues in Tarpex lead to a logistics pipe with dimensions that can't reach the 

customers‟ demand.  

o Aspect 2 - Create a pipe with even capacity 

Tarpex's logistics pipe doesn't have even capacity in each component. The Materials supply 

department purchases materials only when an order is received, the department uses as 

storage the finished goods storage in the Distribution department. The department either has 

no materials on store, except the small amounts of left-over, or enough materials, after the 

purchasing, to produce one or several orders. If the average order size is 200 work clothes, 

then the Materials supply department has either materials for 20-30 work clothes or 500-600 

work clothes. 

Meanwhile the Production department can't produce more than the maximum amount of the 

Production room - 84 work clothes per day. The Embroidery room can produce 100 work 

clothes, but that doesn't speed up the process, especially when more than one person in the 

Production room is on leave.    

The Distribution department can deliver the highest capacity of the departments. The only 

storage in Tarpex is in the Distribution department - the finished goods storage, and the 

department has 3 vehicles to deliver any order, where the work clothes are neither with high 

volume nor weight.  

These disproportions of capacity in each component - the three departments of Tarpex's 

logistics pipe, show us that there isn't even capacity in the logistics pipe.  

o Aspect 3 - Create a pipe with short production throughput time 

To see if Tarpex's logistics pipe throughput time is short we need to see the lead time of an 

order with average size of 200 work clothes in the best case scenario, without any delays, and 

with delays. 

Best case scenario. The order is received by the Administration room and the information is 

passed to the Preparation room in the Production. Then request for materials is sent to the 

Materials supply and the department coordinates with the Distribution the purchase. We 

assume there isn't any order to be delivered and the Materials department doesn't have to wait 

and can go to purchase the materials. All the procedures we have listed will take one working 

day. The next working day the production can start. With a production capacity of 84 work 

clothes per day, it will take 3 working days, including the moving and the packing the 

finished goods. The Distribution department doesn't have to coordinate with the Materials 

supply and delivers the goods. This delivery will take up to one working day. Or the total lead 

time in this scenario will be 5 working days: Materials supply - 1 day, Production - 3 days, 

Distribution - 1 day. 

Scenario with delays. After the order is received and the calculations are made by the 

Preparation room, a request for materials is sent to the Materials supply. The Materials supply 

coordinates with the Distribution. The Distribution can wait for a current order to be 

produced. In this case the Materials supply waits until the current order is produced and the 

materials are bought when the Distribution delivers the order. The delay here can be 1 or 2 

working days, because the Production needs 3 days to produce an order with average size and 

when the new order is received the current one is already under production. In this scenario 

the Materials supply will need 2 to 3 working days to deliver the materials. 
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The production will need 3 days to produce the new order. A delay may occur if another, 

more urgent order appears or more than one person is on leave. The delay can be up to 3 

working days. Which means the Production will need 3 to 6 working days to produce the 

order. 

A delay in Distribution may occur if the department decides to wait for an additional order to 

be produced and the department could deliver more than one order. In such cases the delay 

can be up to 3 working days or the delivery of an order can take from 1 to 4 working days.  

In this scenario, if every delay occurs, the total lead time will be 13 working days: Materials 

supply - 3 days, Production - 6 days, Distribution - 4 days. 

The shortest lead time - 5 working days, almost never occurs in Tarpex, because the Materials 

supply and the Distribution coordinate their work all the time, there are more than one order 

to be produced in Tarpex, and Tarpex tries to avoid, due to economical reasons, delivering 

order without buying materials and vice versa. The delay depends, but it's always a part of 

Tarpex's logistics pipe. This will give us the answer that the throughput time in Tarpex is not 

the shortest and can be improved.  

 

We analyzed the theoretical and empirical data in Tarpex. We went through analyzing every 

component of the logistics pipe and then we answered the three main questions we set in the 

beginning of this project. Now we need to make conclusions and see if we reached the 

project's purpose to analyze Tarpex with the logistics pipe model.  
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6. Conclusions  

As we said in the beginning of this project, we have the purpose to analyze Tarpex with the 

logistics pipe model. To reach the purpose we set 3 main goals, who correspond to the 3 

aspects every organization has to discuss, using the logistics pipe model.  The goals were in 

form of questions. Through analyzing each component of the logistics pipe, we were able to 

gather the information we need and answer those questions.   

Goal : Are Tarpex's logistics pipe dimensions sets by customers demand ?    

We see that Tarpex can barely, even theoretically, satisfy the customer demand. But the 

reality is that Tarpex has many problems, who case lots of delays. We see delays in every 

department in Tarpex - Materials supply, Production and Distribution. In the end the 

production capacity is lowered, Tarpex can't reach the customer demand, and customers wait 

for their order, if they place one.  

Goal: Has Tarpex's logistics pipe even capacity in each component of the logistics pipe? 

Despite the fact Tarpex is a small company and most of the functions are controlled by the 

owner, we can't see even capacity in the different department in Tarpex. Materials supply has 

few materials, or too many. Distribution has 3 vehicle, while the one vehicle will be enough to 

deliver and supply Tarpex, giving the current capacity and customer demand. There are even 

different capacity within the Production department - Production room produce 84 work 

clothes per day, while Embroidery room produce 100 work clothes per day.  

As we can see Tarpex doesn't have even capacity in each component of the logistics pipe, 

there are differences in each one of them instead. Those difference manifest in uneven and 

low exploitation of Tarpex's resources and equipment.  

Goal: Is Tarpex's logistics pipe  throughput time the short ? 

As we see from the negative answers of the first 2 goals, there a problems and delays of 

different kind. Adding the high involvement of the owner, makes the company more 

vulnerable if the owner make a mistake or is on a leave.  Plus the coordination between 

Distribution and Materials department usually lead to a delay in one of the two departments, 

or both. Adding all the different delays in the organization, leads us to the conclusion that the 

throughput time in Tarpex is not short.  

 

We answered the 3 main question and with it reached the purpose of this project - analyzing 

Tarpex with the logistics pipe model. As we can see Tarpex answers negative in each of the 3 

questions and shows the current problems Tarpex has. Such as problems and gaps in the 

production process and structure, too high involvement and dependability of the owner, low 

and unclear goals, the delays, etc.  

We reached the project's purpose, despite the lack of statistical data. This showed how we 

adjust and worked with the current data and reach the goals, without a vital information like a 

statistical data. It also showed that companies without or with bad statistical data shouldn't be 

discourage and still can analyze their current situation and see possibilities for improvement, 

as we did in Tarpex.  
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This project showed also the vast possibilities of the logistics management and the logistics 

pipe in particular, how every company can choose the depth and width of the logistics 

analysis, as we did with Tarpex and the logistics pipe model. Bulgarian production companies 

should see and understand the possibilities the logistics management theory can offer and it's 

possible to be implement, as the logistics pipe model in Tarpex. Now it's up to Tarpex's owner 

to use the information from this analysis with the logistics pipe model as a starting point in 

improving its economical and completion standing.  
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7. Recommendations  
 

As we see from the conclusions chapter, Tarpex has variety of possibilities to improve its 

current economic and competition standing. We are suggesting 3 ideas for improving, which 

we believe will have a significant effect and will be easy to implement. Some of those 

suggestions can be used in other companies in the same situation as Tarpex.  

 Delegation of work  

The owner, Dimitrov, needs to start delegating some of his responsibilities. This way the 

production process will be less vulnerable. For example Dimitrov can hire a person to run the 

administration room or Dimitrov can delegate some responsibilities to the personal in 

production. But we believe the best idea is to use the unofficial operation manager, our 

source, who already knows the production process in Tarpex. 

 Hire new personal 

Tarpex can hire new personal in production department to even the production capacity of 

production and embroidery room. This way delays in production can be avoided and Tarpex 

will have better exploitation of the organization's resources and equipment.  

Taprex can hire a personal for the administration room. The advantages of this suggestion are 

that the owner can delegate some of his responsibilities to the new personal. Plus the new 

personal can start improving the statistics and prognoses procedures and be in contact with the 

suppliers to improve the work relation with them. 

 Implement safety storage  

The project showed that the Materials supply department doesn't have a storage and each new 

order has to wait for materials to be provided. This was one of main delays in Tarpex and to 

minimize the effect of it Tarpex can implement safety storage. The average size of an order is 

known and from production department can information on used materials be gathered. 

Calculation should be made for the amount of materials to be on safety storage. The materials 

Tarpex uses are not with big volumes or weight, so they can be stored again in the finished 

goods storage. The advantages of this suggestions are better service level and higher 

production capacity, while the costs of implementing safety storage will not be high, only for 

the materials as there will be no need for additional storage.  
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Appendix A - Interviews with Tarpex 

We had series of interviews with the unofficial operational manager. We gathered all of them 

in one interview and placed the question in logical order.  

Q. First time we spoke with the owner Dimitrov and he referred us to you. What is your 

position in Taprex and how familiar are you with Tarpex production? 

A. I operate the embroidery machine and I know well Tarpex organization and production. 

Q. Let  start with Materials supply. How are the materials needed for production 

purchase ?  

A. Dimitrov purchase the materials when he delivers the produced orders. There are 4 

suppliers in different geographic locations, so whenever he delivers an order, there will be a 

supplier nearby to purchase new materials. 

Q. How long it takes to deliver and purchase new materials?  

A. Up to 1 working day.  

Q. Where are the new materials stored? 

A. In the finished goods storage.  

Q. Is the space enough?  

A. Yes, the room is 50 m² with racks. After all, the purchase materials are exact for the next 

order/orders to be produced. The material left from old orders is very little and stored in the 

finished goods storage, until it can be used. Only for the winter we hire an extra room for the 

wadding, because it's with big volume. 

Q. Why are there left overs if Dimitrov purchase the exact amount materials for an order? 

A. Because the preparation room calculates 5-10 % more materials for human error and materials can 

be bought in certain amounts from the suppliers. I mean you can't buy exact the amounts you need like 

431,20 m. of textile and 45 buttons, but in the units the supplier is selling them.  

Q. You said Dimitrov purchase the new materials when he delivers the produced orders. 

Is he also responsible for delivering orders? Or he delivers only when materials need to 

be bought? 

A. No, he is the only one delivering orders. And with each order, a materials are bought.  

Q. But if he buys only the exact amount materials for an order and then buys new 

materials only when the produced order is delivered, then doesn't delays occur? 

A. Yes. Often he has a new order and materials are needed, but he waits for an order to be 

produced and then delivers and purchase the materials.  
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Q. By the way, what is the working relationship with the suppliers? 

A. There isn't any. Every purchase it for itself.  

Q. Please explain the production process? 

A. As you know, there are preparation room, production room, and embroidery room. When an order 

is received, it goes to preparation room, where calculations on the needed materials are made. Then a 

request for those materials is sent to Dimitrov. After receiving the materials, they enter the preparation 

room and then they are prepared to be send to embroidery room. After I embroider all, I send it back to 

preparation room. There the order is divided between the workers in preparation room, so everyone 

has equal work. After it's done , the products are packed and moved to the finished goods storage. 

Q. How is packing and moving the products? 

A. There are one person who helps do that.  

Q. What does this person do ? 

A. He helps move the products, pack them, moves the materials between the rooms, helps Dimitrov 

with loading the delivery truck and other small tasks. 

Q. How an new order is received ? 

A. It's received by phone. Customers calls Dimitrov.  

Q. Is it received only by phone? What happens next? 

A. Yes, it only by phone. After an order is received the information is sent to preparation room for 

calculating the necessary materials. You know what happens next. 

Q. So we can assume that Dimitrov is also in charge in the administration room? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Who are the customers of Tarpex in Bulgaria? 

A. Small companies and retailers.  

Q. We are going to need some statistical information, like monthly production, average order 

size and others. If he is in charge of administration room, then should we speak with him? 

A. No, I can answer it. I can give you approximate numbers, because there isn't any statistical 

information. 

Q. That's strange not to have such data, but OK. What is the monthly production, the average 

size of an order, the monthly demand? 

A. Well, a person in production can produce approximate 6 work clothes per day. In best case scenario 

there are 14 people working in production and we can say a month has 21 working days. Do the math. 

An average size of an order we can say is 200 work clothes. Monthly demand, we can say it's between 

1500-2000 work clothes.  

Q. Is there an document who can confirm those numbers? Like receipts, or something like that. 

A.  No. 
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Q. What did you mean with "in best case scenario there are 14 people", when there are 15 

people working in production? 

A. All workers are women and at least one is on a vacation, sick leave or can't work due to family 

issues. It can be more one. 

Q.  How often is more than one? 

A.  I don't know. Often maybe. 

Q.  What is your production capacity? I mean the embroidery room. 

A.  Approximate 100 work clothes per day. 

 


